The Baba hilltop in Dejvice, Prague 6 is a morphologically distinct hilltop, located at a
strategie confluence of the Vltava river and the Šarecký stream. Thanks to this, its
prehistoric inhabitants had a very good view over the activities going on in Prague's
residential areas, especially over the important trail on the Vltava river or along its
banks. Due to to the promontory character of the hilltop, its inhabitants could enjoy
the advantage of great defense possibility and dominance in the region. lt is natural
that in prehistory Baba was populated and served to its neighborhood as a place of
central significance.
The first part of this thesis assesses the natural background of the area and
overviews the existing research at the site. lt focuses mainly on the research carried
out between 1974 and 1978, which forms the basis of our present knowledge of the
Baba settlement, and also on the new research of 2004 that came up with new
documentations of the settlement. The next part of the thesis describes the particular
stages of the settlement process and interprets various residential elements.
The oldest settlement documented on the hilltop is from the period of the Funnel
Beaker Culture (FBC), dated between its third and fourth stage. The plantation which
had extended here and was discovered during the research on the eastern part of
the sharp-edged area was in the fourth stage of the FBC most probably fenced with a
system of ditches and bastions, two of which are demonstrable with high probability.
Another ditch, which is, however, not probably datable within the fourth degree of
FBC, might have stretched in the area of the entrance neck to the hilltop platform.
That would prove the extent of the residential area, spreading out on the entire
upland plateau, which is also supported by the FBC findings al over the Baba zone.

